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What Is Curation?
http://vimeo.com/38524181

http://www.scoop.it/
Who were some people I could think of that I respected and trusted to give me good content?

• Joyce Valenza
• Buffy Hamilton
• Gwyneth Jones
• Joyce Valenza
• Shannon McClintock Miller
• Local professor (Dr. Rene Corbeil)
• Local leader (Ann Vega, Region One)

Curation

Recommendations are based on the key words you set up for your page.
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What Can You Do With It?

- Create a simple webpage for a single topic.
- Publish a magazine for colleagues or like-minded people.
- Organizing materials/links in one location for your classes.
- Track an active news item.
- Blog.
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Why Students Like Scoop.it

1. Inclusion of visual elements
2. Community networking
3. Immediate tap-in to a broad range of social media
4. Autonomy and expression in a collaborative environment
5. Ongoing, succinct conversation through commenting
6. Ownership of personal learning
7. Mobile Learning Potential


Why Educators like Scoop.it

1. It provides personal learning and deeper understanding of topics
2. Individual or cooperative work
3. Research using filters
4. Understanding of how keywords attract online readers
5. Activity similar to discussion boards, a necessary skill for online LMS environments
6. All levels of Bloom's Revised Taxonomy, the low-order to high-order cognitives educators consider when choosing technology tools
7. Mobile Learning Potential
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LET’S START SCOOPING!
http://www.scoop.it/
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View from a Cell Phone
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Additional Resources

• Various Other Curation Tools -
  https://contentcuration.zeef.com/robin.good
• Training Video -
  http://www.teachertrainingvideos.com/scoopit/
• Libraries As Interfaces, Extending The
  Possibilities | LIANZA 2012 Keynote –
  http://justadandak.com/libraries-as-interfaces-
  extending-the-possibilities-lianza-2012-keynote/